A security service control method and a WLAN terminal are provided, and the method includes: stopping a WPI service between a WLAN terminal and an AP when the WLAN terminal creates a security service of an IP layer and/or a layer above the IP layer, wherein the WPI service comprises encrypting a data link layer message to be transmitted, and decrypting a received data link layer message. After the WPI service is stopped, when the WLAN terminal cancels the security service of the IP layer and/or the layer above the IP layer, the WLAN terminal completes processes of removing association, association, user authentication and key negotiation in turn with the WLAN AP, and uses a session key obtained through the key negotiation to recover the WPI service. The calculating resources can be saved by using the present invention.
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   - Yes: The WPI service can be stopped.
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1. The application layer transmits plaintext data which is necessary for generating a signature value (e.g. user identity and the like) to the security control module.

2. The security control module outputs the plaintext data to the WAI module, instructing the WAI module to perform signature calculation.

3. The WAI module generates the hashed value of the plaintext data, and uses the private key of the user to encrypt the hashed value to generate a signature value.

4. The WAI module returns the generated signature value to the security control module.

5. The security control module returns the signature value to the application layer module.
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the application layer transmits a signature value needing to be authenticated, plaintext data and user certificate ID to the security control module

the security control module obtains the user certificate and extracts a corresponding public key from the certificate

the security control module transmits the public key and the signature value needing to be authenticated to the WAI module

the WAI module decrypts the signature value with the public key, and returns the plaintext obtained by the decryption to the security control module

the security control module authenticates whether the signature is correct through comparing the plaintext returned by the WAI module with the plaintext data transmitted by the application layer module

the security control module returns the signature authentication result to the application layer module
SECURITY SERVICE CONTROL METHOD AND WIRELESS LOCAL AREA NETWORK TERMINAL

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0001] The present invention relates to the technology of security service, in particular to a security service control method and a wireless local area network terminal.

BACKGROUND

[0002] To solve security loopholes existed in the Wired Equivalent Privacy (WEP) security mechanism defined in the international standard ISO/IEC 8802-11 for Wireless Local Area Network (WLAN), China issued a national standard for WLAN and a No. 1 revision thereof, i.e. replacing the WEP with Wireless Local Area Network Authentication and Privacy Infrastructure (WAPI), to solve the security problem of the WLAN.

[0003] The WAPI consists of WLAN Authentication Infrastructure (WAI) and WLAN Privacy Infrastructure (WPI). The WAI utilizes public key encrypting technique for the mutual identity authentication between a station (STA, or terminal) and a Access Point (AP), while the WPI utilizes the symmetric cryptographic algorithm for WLAN approved by State Encryption Management Commission Office to realize data protection, encrypting and decrypting the MAC Protocol Data Unit (MPDU) of the Media Access Control (MAC) sub-layer.

[0004] The infrastructure presented in the WAPI specification comprises three function entities: Authentication Suppliant Entity (ASUE), Authenticator Entity (AE) and Authentication Service Entity (ASE), wherein

[0005] the ASUE is an entity for requesting authentication before accessing a service;

[0006] the AE is an entity for providing the authentication for the ASUE before the ASUE accesses the service; this entity stays in an AP or a terminal; the AP refers to any entity which has station functions and provides an access distribution service to terminals associated with the AE via a wireless network; and

[0007] the ASE is an entity for providing an identity authentication service for the ASUE and the AE; this entity stays in an Authentication Service Unit (ASU); the basic functions of the ASU comprise the management of user certificate, the authentication of user identity and the like; the ASU is an important part of the WAI based on public key encrypting technique; a node corresponding to the ASU in the network is a WAPI authentication server.

[0008] The user certificate is a public key certificate, which is an important link in the WAI system structure. The public key certificate is the digital identity certification of a network user, which is able to identify the network user uniquely through the private key authentication.

[0009] After the terminal which supports the WAPI function completes the WAI authentication, it accesses a wired packet network via a WLAN air interface link, and then the terminal and the AP which supports the WAPI function complete the encryption and decryption of their respective MPDU by means of the negotiated unicast key and the negotiated symmetric cryptographic algorithm during the WAI process. The network protocol stack at the terminal side is observed by means of Transfer Control Protocol/Internet Protocol (TCP/IP) hierarchical model; 802.11 media access control and the 802.2 logic link control at the upper layer constitute the data link layer, as shown in FIG. 1.

[0010] The network applications on the terminal are mostly based on IP packet, and the IP layer has its own security service. Each network application client is able to complete the encryption and integrity protection of communication data with its application server or a client of a user interacting with the network application client by means of the security service of the IP layer. For the data transmitted on the radio access link, on the premise of data security protection of IP layer or a layer above the IP layer (e.g. application layer), the encryption for a MPDU message of data link layer usually cannot further enhance the security of the service data, while consumes a lot of calculating resources.

SUMMARY

[0011] The technical problem to be solved by the present invention is to overcome the defects of the prior art and provide a security service control method and a WLAN terminal, so as to save the calculating resources of the terminal in the event that the data security protection service of Internet Protocol (IP) layer or a layer above the IP layer is initiated.

[0012] To solve the aforementioned problem, the present invention provides a security service control method, which includes:

[0013] a WPI service between a WLAN terminal and an AP is stopped when the WLAN terminal creates a security service of an IP layer and/or a layer above the IP layer, wherein the WPI service comprises: encrypting a data link layer message to be transmitted, and decrypting a received data link layer message.

[0014] Furthermore, after the WPI service is stopped, when the WLAN terminal cancels the security service of the IP layer and/or the layer above the IP layer, the WLAN terminal may complete processes of removing association, association, user authentication and key negotiation in turn with the WLAN AP, and may use a session key obtained through the key negotiation to recover the WPI service.

[0015] Furthermore, the operation of stopping the WPI service may include:

[0016] removing association between the WLAN terminal and the WLAN AP, and performing association between the WLAN terminal and the AP after the removal of the association succeeds;

[0017] performing user authentication between the WLAN terminal and the AP after the association succeeds;

[0018] returning, by the WLAN terminal, a unicast key negotiation failure response to the AP, after the user authentication is completed and a unicast key negotiation request transmitted by the AP is received by the WLAN terminal; and

[0019] stopping, by the WLAN terminal and the AP, the encryption and decryption of the data link layer message transmitted between the WLAN terminal and the AP.

[0020] Furthermore, only when the application of creating the security service of the IP layer and/or the layer above the IP layer is the application uniquely using WLAN for communication in the WLAN terminal, or besides the application of creating the security service of the IP layer and/or the layer above the IP layer, all other applications using the WLAN for communication in the WLAN terminal have initiated the security service of the IP layer and/or the layer above the IP layer, the WLAN terminal may stop the WPI service.

[0021] Furthermore, when a security control module of the WLAN terminal receives a request of creating the security
service of the IP layer and/or the layer above the IP layer transmitted by an application layer module of the WLAN terminal, the operation of stopping the WPI service may be executed; and

[0022] after the WPI service is stopped, the security control module may create and initiate the security service of the IP layer and/or the layer above the IP layer for the application layer module according to the request of creating the security service of the IP layer and/or the layer above the IP layer.

[0023] The present invention also provides a WLAN terminal comprising an application layer module, a WAI module and a WPI module; the WLAN terminal further comprises a security control module; wherein

[0024] the security control module is used for receiving a request of creating a security service of an IP layer and/or a layer above the IP layer transmitted by the application layer module, and stopping a WPI service between the WLAN terminal and a WLAN AP after receiving the request, wherein

[0025] the WPI service comprises: encrypting a data link layer message to be transmitted, and decrypting a received data link layer message.

[0026] Furthermore, the security control module may be further used for transmitting an instruction of stopping the WPI service to the WAI module; and

[0027] the WAI module may be used for completing processes of removing association, association and user authentication in turn with the WLAN AP after receiving the instruction of stopping the WPI service; and after receiving a unicast key negotiation request transmitted by the AP, returning a unicast key negotiation failure response to the AP and instructing the WPI module to stop encrypting and decrypting the data link layer message so as to stop the WPI service between the WLAN terminal and the AP.

[0028] Furthermore, the security control module may be further used for receiving a request of canceling the security service of the IP layer and/or the layer above the IP layer transmitted by the application layer module after the WPI service is stopped, and transmitting an instruction of recovering the WPI service to the WAI module after receiving the request; and

[0029] the WAI module may be used for completing the processes of removing association, association and user authentication in turn with the WLAN AP after receiving the request of creating the security service of the IP layer and/or the layer above the IP layer besides the application layer module transmitting the request of creating the security service of the IP layer and/or the layer above the IP layer, and transmitting the instruction of stopping the WPI service only when there is no such application layer module.

[0030] Furthermore, the security control module may be further used for, after receiving the request of creating the security service of the IP layer and/or the layer above the IP layer, determining whether there is an application layer module in the WLAN terminal using WLAN for communication but not initiating the security service of the IP layer and/or the layer above the IP layer besides the application layer module transmitting the request of creating the security service of the IP layer and/or the layer above the IP layer, and transmitting the instruction of stopping the WPI service only when there is no such application layer module.

[0031] Furthermore, the security control module may be further used for, after receiving the request of creating the security service of the IP layer and/or the layer above the IP layer, caching the request and transmitting the instruction of stopping the WPI service;

[0032] the WAI module may be further used for notifying the security control module that the WPI service has been stopped after the WPI service is stopped; and

[0033] the security control module may be further used for creating and initiating the security service of the IP layer and/or the layer above the IP layer for the application layer module according to the cached request after receiving the notification.

[0034] Furthermore, the WAI module may be used for instructing the WPI module to stop encrypting and decrypting the data link layer message by transmitting a null key to the WPI module.

[0035] To sum up, by stopping the WPI service when the terminal is about to initiate the security service of the IP layer or the layer above the IP layer, the present invention is able to save the calculating resources of the terminal and the AP, which is favorable to run an application with high real time requirements in the terminal.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0036] FIG. 1 shows the location of 802.11 media access control and the 802.2 logic link control in the TCP/IP hierarchical model;

[0037] FIG. 2 shows a hierarchy and interface relations among a security module, a control module and other entities of the WLAN terminal according to an embodiment of the present invention;

[0038] FIG. 3 shows the flow of stopping the WPI service in the WLAN terminal according to the security service control method of the present invention;

[0039] FIG. 4 shows the flow of the control module determining if the WPI service can be stopped according to security feature information;

[0040] FIG. 5 shows the flow of recovering the WPI service in the WLAN terminal according to the security service control method of the present invention;

[0041] FIG. 6 shows the flow of the control module determining if the WPI service needs to be recovered according to the security feature information;

[0042] FIG. 7 shows the structure of the WLAN terminal according to an embodiment of the present invention;

[0043] FIG. 8 shows the flow of the application layer module realizing digital signature via calling the interface of the security control module in the WLAN terminal of the present invention;

[0044] FIG. 9 shows the flow of the application layer module realizing digital signature authentication via calling the interface of the security control module in the WLAN terminal of the present invention.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0045] Since after the security service of the IP layer and/or a layer above the IP layer is initiated, the encryption for a MPDU message of the data link layer is not necessary so as to save the calculating resources of the terminal and the AP and be favorable to the application deployment with high real time requirement. The present invention detects the requests of creating/canceling the security service of the IP layer and/or a layer above the IP layer in the WLAN terminal which supports WAPI, and stops the WPI service when the request of creating the security service of the IP layer and/or a layer above the IP layer is detected, or recovers the WPI service
when the request of canceling the security service of the IP layer and/or a layer above the IP layer is detected.

[0046] The present invention is detailed as follows together with the drawings and embodiment.

[0047] FIG. 2 shows a hierarchy and interface relations among a new added security module, a control module and other modules/entities of the WLAN terminal according to an embodiment of the present invention. The modules/entities directly related to the present invention in the FIG. 2 include: application layer, TCP/IP layer, security module, control module, WAI module, and WPI module. The aforementioned modules and entities are briefly described in combination with FIG. 2 below.

[0048] The application layer is used for providing an application service for a user, including an application service based on WLAN.

[0049] The TCP/IP layer is an entity realizing TCP/IP, and is able to create an Internet Protocol Security (IPSec) service for the application layer, provide an interface the application layer for using the IPSec service. Furthermore, the creation and cancelation of the IPSec service is controlled by the control module, thus the TCP/IP layer also provides an interface for creating and canceling the IPSec service for the control module.

[0050] The security module provides the application layer with a WAI authentication service interface and a WPI data protection service interface (both are generally called as WAPI service interface), for being called by the application layer to perform data encryption and decryption, signature, and signature authentication. The WAPI service interface specifically includes:

[0051] an interface for WAI Hash calculation function and asymmetrical key encryption/decryption function;

[0052] an interface for WPI symmetrical key encryption/decryption function and random number generation function; and

[0053] an interface for storing, acquiring and parsing the digital certificate of the contact and the terminal user.

[0054] The control module provides an interface for creating and canceling IPSec to the application layer, for being called by the application layer to create and cancel an IPSec service. Furthermore, the control module further determines whether to cancel or recover the WPI service.

[0055] Furthermore, the control module also provides the application layer with an interface for registering security feature information, for the application layer performing registration of the security feature information.

[0056] The security feature information includes: that whether the application module/application relies on the data security service provided by the WAPI, i.e. WPI service, and that whether a security service of the IP layer or a layer above the IP layer is initiated and the security service can replace the data security service provided by the WAPI.

[0057] The security service of the IP layer or a layer above the IP layer includes: IPSec service (security service running in the IP layer), transport layer security service, application layer security service and the like.

[0058] The specific functions and connection relations (message/order interaction relation) of the above modules/entities will be detailed below.

[0059] FIG. 3 shows the flow of stopping the WPI service in the WLAN terminal according to the security service control method of the present invention. As shown in FIG. 3, the method includes the following steps.

[0060] 301: the application layer module of the WLAN terminal requests to create an IPSec service, and transmits an IPSec creation request to the control module of the WLAN terminal.

[0061] 302: the control module caches the request after receiving the IPSec creation request.

[0062] 303: the control module determines whether the WPI service can be stopped at present according to the security feature information registered by all the current application layer modules, if the WPI service cannot be stopped, step 304 will be performed, otherwise step 305 will be performed. The specific determination flow is shown in FIG. 4, wherein the determination strategy includes:

[0063] if the application layer module initiating the IPSec creation request is the only application layer module which uses the WLAN for communication at present, the control module determines that the WPI service can be stopped;

[0064] if there are multiple application layer modules using the WLAN for communication at present, except for the application layer module initiating the IPSec creation request, all other application layer modules have initiated the security service (encrypting, scrambling and the like) of the IP layer or a layer above the IP layer, and the security service of the data link layer provided by the WAPI is not needed, the control module determines that the WPI service can be stopped;

[0065] if there are multiple application modules using the WLAN for communication at present, except for the application layer module initiating the IPSec creation request at present, there is at least one application layer module which relies on the security service of the data link layer provided by the WAPI, and other security service is not initiated, the control module determines that the WPI service can not be stopped.

[0066] 304: if the control module determines that the WPI service can not be stopped, the IPSec service creation operation will be performed immediately, after the IPSec service is created successfully, a response comprising success information is returned to the application layer module, and the application layer module can initiate the IPSec service for data transmission protection, and then the flow ends.

[0067] 305: if the control module determines that the WPI service can be stopped, the control module initiates a WPI service stopping request to the security module to indicate that current wireless link does not need the WPI service.

[0068] 306: after receiving the WPI service stopping request, the security module stops the WPI service between the terminal and the AP.

[0069] Specifically, the security module can perform the following operations to stop the WPI service by controlling the WAI module (e.g. transmitting a WPI service stopping instruction to the WAI module):

[0070] 306a: removing association between the WAI module of the WLAN terminal and the AP;

[0071] 306b: after the association is successfully removed, performing association between the WAI module and the AP;

[0072] 306c: after the association is successfully performed, the WAI module and the AP perform user authentication based on a certificate or a pre-shared key;

[0073] 306d: after the user authentication process is completed, the AP initiates a unicast key negotiation and transmits a unicast key negotiation request to the WAI module; after
receiving the request, the WAI module returns a unicast key negotiation failure response to the WAI module;

0074: 306c: the WAI module instructs the WPI module to stop encryption of MPDU;

0075: for example, the WAI module may transmit a null key value (e.g. 0) to the WPI module, after receiving the null key value, the WPI module no longer encrypts the transmitted MPDU, and can also no longer decrypts the received MPDU (the received encrypted MPDU can be discarded directly, and data error will be reported to the transmitting end (i.e. AP)), and then the WPI service is stopped. Of course, the WAI module can also transmit an instruction of stopping encryption and decryption to the WPI module to stop the WPI service;

0076: it should be noted that, for a terminal which has completed the user authentication, after a unicast key negotiation with the terminal fails, the AP allows the access of the terminal and allows its data to be transmitted via a controlled port of the AP, and the AP does not encrypt or decrypt the controlled port based on the symmetric cryptographic algorithm;

0077: 306f: the WAI module notifies the security module that the WPI service has been stopped.

0078: 307: after stopping the WPI service, the security module transmits a response comprising success information to the control module, notifying the control module that the WPI service has been stopped.

0079: 308: after confirming that the WPI service has been stopped successfully, the control module calls related IPsec interface to create an IPsec service; after the IPsec service is created successfully, the security module notifies the application layer module that the IPsec service has been created, the application layer module can initiate the IPsec service to perform data transmission protection, and then the flow ends.

0080: FIG. 5 shows the flow of recovering the WPI service in the WLAN terminal according to the security service control method of the present invention. As shown in FIG. 5, the method includes the following steps.

0081: 501: when the application layer module of the WLAN terminal cancels an IPsec service actively or receives a notification of canceling the IPsec service transmitted by an opposite end of the network, the application layer module transmits an IPsec cancelation request to the control module.

0082: 502: after receiving the IPsec cancelation request, the control module determines whether the WPI service needs to be recovered according to the security feature information registered by all the current application modules, if it does not need to recover the WPI service, step 506 will be performed, otherwise step 503 will be preformed.

0083: The specific flow of performing the above determination is shown in FIG. 6, wherein the determination strategy includes:

0084: if the WPI service has been initiated at present, it does not need to perform the recovering operation;

0085: if the current application layer module initiating the IPsec cancelation request is the only application layer module which uses the WLAN for communication at present, the control module determines that the WPI service can be recovered, this is because recovering the WPI service in this case will not affect the communication of the application layer module;

0086: if there are multiple application layer modules using the WLAN for communication at present, except for the application layer module initiating the IPsec cancelation request, all other application layer modules have initiated the security service of the IP layer or a layer above the IP layer to perform data security protection, the control module determines that the WPI service needs not to be recovered, otherwise, the WPI service needs to be recovered.

0087: 503: if the control module determines that the WPI service need to be recovered, the control module initiates a WPI service recovering request to the security module to indicate that the current link needs the WPI service.

0088: 504: after receiving the WPI service recovering request, the security module recovers the WPI service;

0089: Specifically, the security module can perform the following operations to recover the WPI service by controlling the WAI module (for example, transmitting a WPI service recovering instruction to the WAI module):

0090: 504a: removing association between the WAI module and the AP;

0091: 504b: after the association is successfully removed, performing association between the WAI module and the AP;

0092: 504c: after the association is successfully performed, the WAI module and the AP perform user authentication based on a certificate or a pre-shared key;

0093: 504d: after the user authentication process is completed, the AP initiates a unicast key negotiation, and the WAI module completes the unicast session key negotiation with the AP according to a standard flow; wherein after receiving the unicast key negotiation request transmitted by the AP, a unicast key negotiation success response needs to be returned to the AP; if needed, the WAI module also completes a multicast key negotiation with the AP according to a standard flow after the unicast key negotiation is completed;

0094: 504e: after successfully completing the unicast key negotiation and multicast key negotiation, the WAI module transmits a negotiated unicast session key and multicast session key to the WPI module; the WPI module encrypts and decrypts MPDU to be transmitted or received with the unicast session key, and decrypts the received MPDU with the multicast session key;

0095: it should be noted that, the AP allows the data corresponding to the terminal to pass through the controlled port at present, and encrypts and decrypts the MPDU transmitted to the terminal or received from the terminal based on the symmetric cryptographic algorithm;

0096: 504f: the WAI module notifies the security module that the WPI service has been recovered.

0097: 505: after the WPI service is recovered successfully, the security module transmits a response comprising success information to the control module, notifying the control module that the WPI service has been recovered.

0098: 506: the control module calls related IPsec interface to cancel the IPsec service; after the IPsec service is canceled successfully, the security module notifies the application layer module that the IPsec service has been canceled successfully.

0099: It should be noted that, the control module also may first perform the operation of canceling the IPsec service after receiving the IPsec cancelation request transmitted by the application layer module, and then perform the subsequent operations, such as determining whether the WPI service needs to be recovered.

0100: According to the basic principle of the present invention, the aforementioned embodiment may be variable in multiple ways, such as:
1. on the WLAN terminal, the security module and the control module can be integrated into one module, referred to as security control module.

2. In the above embodiment, the control module provides an interface for creating/canceling an IPSec service to the application layer module, so as to know that the application layer module is about to create/cancel the security service of the IP layer after receiving the above-mentioned request, and the control module performs the operation of stopping/recovering the WPI service; in other embodiments of the present invention, the control module may also know when each application layer module will create/cancel the security service of the IP layer through intercepting and detecting the protocol message of the TCP/IP module, and perform the subsequent processes; the method of intercepting and detecting the protocol message of the TCP/IP module does not belong to the scope of the present invention, which can be obtained via related files.

Furthermore, modification may be made directly to the TCP/IP module, so that when receiving a protocol message related to the IPSec service creation and cancellation transmitted by the application layer module or the opposite end of the network, the TCP/IP module notifies the control module, and then performs subsequent processes after receiving the further instruction of the control module.

3. Besides that the WPI service can be stopped after the security service of the application layer and the security service of the IP layer is created or initiated, the WPI service can be stopped by the method of the present invention after any security service over the IP layer is created and initiated, such as Secure Socket Layer (SSL) service, Transport Layer Security (TLS) service, Secure Shell (SSH) service, socket security (SOCKS) service etc., to protect the service (application) data.

Also, the control module may know when each function entity creates/cancel corresponding security service through intercepting and detecting the protocol message of the corresponding function entity (e.g. SSL function entity, TLS function entity, etc.), and performs the subsequent processes. Also, modification may be made directly to the codes of each function entity, so that when creating/canceling a security service, each function entity notifies the control module, and then performs the subsequent processes after receiving the further instruction of the control module.

4. Besides the method for stopping the WPI service described in the above-mentioned embodiment of the present invention, other methods can also be adopted to stop the WPI service. For example, the security module directly transmits an instruction of stopping the service to the WPI module, the WPI module stops the encryption of the MPDU transmitted by the WPI module (but still needs to decrypt the received MPDU, or discards the encrypted MPDU) after receiving the instruction, and adds a plaintext transmission identity to the WPI header of a MPDU so as to indicate that the MPDU is not encrypted. In this case, the AP needs to support corresponding functions, i.e. determining whether the MPDU is encrypted by detecting the WPI header, if the MPDU is not encrypted, the AP will not perform the decryption of the MPDU. Therefore, the AP may also not decrypt the MPDU transmitted to the terminal, and add a plaintext transmission identity to the WPI header of the MPDU so as to indicate that the MPDU is not encrypted.

5. FIG. 7 shows the structure of the WLAN terminal according to an embodiment of the present invention. In FIG. 7, the security module and the control module shown in FIG. 2 are integrated into a security control module, and function entities which are not directly related to the present invention are omitted. As shown in FIG. 7, the terminal comprises: application layer module, security control module, WPI module, WPI module and security service module; wherein

- the security control module is used for receiving a request of creating a security service of the IP layer and/or a layer above the IP layer transmitted by the application layer module, and transmitting an instruction of stopping a WPI service to the WAI module after receiving the request;

- the WAI module is used for interacting with a WLAN AP and completing the processes of removing association, association and user authentication in turn after receiving the instruction of stopping the WPI service, returning a unicast key negotiation failure response to the AP after receiving a unicast key negotiation request transmitted by the AP, and instructing the WPI module to stop encrypting and decrypting a data link layer message so as to stop the WPI service between the WLAN terminal and the AP.

Furthermore, the security control module also receives a request of canceling the security service of the IP layer and/or a layer above the IP layer transmitted by the application layer module after the WPI service is stopped, and transmits an instruction of recovering the WPI service to the WAI module after receiving the request; and

- the WAI module interacts with the AP and completes the processes of removing association, association and user authentication in turn after receiving the instruction of recovering the WPI service, performs a key negotiation with the AP, and transmits a session key obtained by the negotiation to the WPI module to recover the WPI service after the key negotiation is completed.

Besides, as mentioned above, the security control module also provides the application layer module with an interface for registering security feature information, for the application layer performing the registration of the security feature information. The security feature information includes: that whether the application module/application relies on the data security service provided by the WAPI, i.e. WPI service; and that whether there is a security service of the IP layer or a layer above the IP layer which can replace the data security service provided by the WAPI.

Furthermore, after receiving the request of creating the security service of the IP layer and/or a layer above the IP layer, the security control module determines according to the registered security feature information, besides the application layer module transmitting the request of creating the security service of the IP layer and/or a layer above the IP layer, whether there is an application layer module in the WLAN terminal which uses the WLAN for communication but not initiates the security service of the IP layer and/or a layer above the IP layer, and transmits the instruction of stopping the WPI service only when there is no such application layer module.

- FIG. 7 shows the structure of the WLAN terminal according to an embodiment of the present invention. In FIG.
transmitted by the security control module, and creates or cancels the security service for the application layer module according to the instruction.

[0115] Of course, the security service module may also be existed in other function entities (for example, the TCP/IP layer in FIG. 2), but is not arranged in a terminal in the form of individual function module.

[0116] The above description refers to the function modules in the WLAN terminal related to the control of a security service, and the specific realizing method may refer to FIG. 3 and FIG. 5. The following concerns the WAPI service interface provided by the security control module of the present invention to the application layer and the specific realizing method.

[0117] FIG. 8 shows the flow of the application layer module realizing digital signature via calling the interface of the security control module in the WLAN terminal of the present invention. As shown in FIG. 8, the method includes:

[0118] 801: the application layer calls the WAPI service interface of the security control module, requests the security control module to perform a signature generation operation, and transmits plaintext data which is necessary for generating a signature value (e.g. user identity and the like) to the security control module;

[0119] 802: the security control module outputs the plaintext data to the WAI module, instructing the WAI module to perform signature calculation;

[0120] 803: the WAI module generates the hashed value of the plaintext data, and uses the private key of the user to encrypt the hashed value by means of asymmetric cryptographic algorithm to generate a signature value;

[0121] 804: the WAI module returns the generated signature value to the security control module; and

[0122] 805: the security control module returns the signature value to the application layer module.

[0123] FIG. 9 shows the flow of the application layer module realizing digital signature authentication via calling the interface of the security control module in the WLAN terminal of the present invention. As shown in FIG. 9, the method includes:

[0124] 901: the application layer calls the WAPI service interface of the security control module, requests the security control module to perform signature authentication, and transmits a signature value needing to be authenticated, plaintext data and user certificate ID (identifier) to the security control module;

[0125] 902: the security module obtains corresponding user certificate locally or from the certificate server through a network interface of a certificate management system according to the user certificate ID, and extracts a corresponding public key from the certificate;

[0126] 903: the security control module transmits the public key and the signature value needing to be authenticated to the WAI module, and requests the WAI module to decrypt the signature value;

[0127] 904: the WAI module decrypts the signature value with the public key to obtain plaintext corresponding to the signature value, and returns it to the security control module;

[0128] 905: the security control module compares the plaintext corresponding to the signature value returned by the WAI module with the plaintext data transmitted by the application layer module, if they are the same, it indicates that the signature is correct, otherwise, it indicates that the signature is wrong; and

[0129] 906: the security control module returns the signature authentication result to the application layer module.

1. A security service control method, comprising:
   stopping a WLAN Privacy Infrastructure (WPI) service between a Wireless Local Area Network (WLAN) terminal and an Access Point (AP) when the WLAN terminal creates a security service of an Internet Protocol (IP) layer and/or a layer above the IP layer, wherein the WPI service comprises: encrypting a data link layer message to be transmitted, and decrypting a received data link layer message.

2. The method according to claim 1, further comprising:
   after the WPI service is stopped, completing, by the WLAN terminal, processes of removing association, association, user authentication and key negotiation in turn with the WLAN AP, and using a session key obtained through the key negotiation to recover the WPI service when the WLAN terminal cancels the security service of the IP layer and/or the layer above the IP layer.

3. The method according to claim 1, wherein the operation of stopping the WPI service comprises:
   removing association between the WLAN terminal and the WLAN AP, and performing association between the WLAN terminal and the AP after the removal of the association succeeds;
   performing user authentication between the WLAN terminal and the AP after the association succeeds;
   returning, by the WLAN terminal, a unicast key negotiation failure response to the AP after the user authentication is completed and a unicast key negotiation request transmitted by the AP is received by the WLAN terminal;
   and
   stopping, by the WLAN terminal and the AP, the encryption and decryption of the data link layer message transmitted between the WLAN terminal and the AP.

4. The method according to claim 1, wherein:
   only when the application of creating the security service of the IP layer and/or the layer above the IP layer is the application uniquely using WLAN for communication in the WLAN terminal, or besides the application of creating the security service of the IP layer and/or the layer above the IP layer, all other applications using the WLAN for communication in the WLAN terminal have initiated the security service of the IP layer and/or the layer above the IP layer, stopping the WPI service by the WLAN terminal.

5. The method according to claim 1, wherein:
   executing the operation of stopping the WPI service when a security control module of the WLAN terminal receives a request of creating the security service of the IP layer and/or the layer above the IP layer transmitted by an application layer module of the WLAN terminal;
   and
   creating and initiating, by the security control module, the security service of the IP layer and/or the layer above the IP layer for the application layer module according to the request of creating the security service of the IP layer and/or the layer above the IP layer after the WPI service is stopped.

6. A WLAN terminal, comprising:
   an application layer module, a WLAN Authentication Infrastructure (WAI) module and a WPI module, further comprising:
   a security control module, used for receiving a request of creating a security service of an IP layer and/or a layer
above the IP layer transmitted by the application layer module, and stopping a WPI service between the WLAN terminal and a WLAN AP after receiving the request, wherein
the WPI service comprises: encrypting a data link layer message to be transmitted, and decrypting a received data link layer message.

7. The terminal according to claim 6, wherein the security control module is further used for transmitting an instruction of stopping the WPI service to the WAI module; and
the WAI module is used for completing processes of removing association, association and user authentication in turn with the WLAN AP after receiving the instruction of stopping the WPI service, and after receiving a unicast key negotiation request transmitted by the AP, returning a unicast key negotiation failure response to the AP and instructing the WPI module to stop encrypting and decrypting the data link layer message so as to stop the WPI service between the WLAN terminal and the AP.

8. The terminal according to claim 6, wherein the security control module is further used for receiving a request of canceling the security service of the IP layer and/or the layer above the IP layer transmitted by the application layer module after the WPI service is stopped, and transmitting an instruction of recovering the WPI service to the WAI module after receiving the request; and
the WAI module is used for completing the processes of removing association, association and user authentication in turn with the WLAN AP after receiving the instruction of recovering the WPI service; performing key negotiation with the AP; and transmitting a session key obtained through the negotiation to the WPI module after the key negotiation is completed.

9. The terminal according to claim 7, wherein the security control module is further used for, after receiving the request of creating the security service of the IP layer and/or the layer above the IP layer, determining whether there is an application layer module in the WLAN terminal using WLAN for communication but not initiating the security service of the IP layer and/or the layer above the IP layer besides the application layer module transmitting the request of creating the security service of the IP layer and/or the layer above the IP layer, and transmitting the instruction of stopping the WPI service only when there is no such application layer module.

10. The terminal according to claim 7, wherein the security control module is further used for, after receiving the request of creating the security service of the IP layer and/or the layer above the IP layer, caching the request and transmitting the instruction of stopping the WPI service;
the WAI module is further used for notifying the security control module that the WPI service has been stopped after the WPI service is stopped; and
the security control module is further used for creating and initiating the security service of the IP layer and/or the layer above the IP layer for the application layer module according to the cached request after receiving the notification.

11. The terminal according to claim 7, wherein the WAI module is used for instructing the WPI module to stop encrypting and decrypting the data link layer message by transmitting a null key to the WPI module.

12. The terminal according to claim 7, wherein the security control module is further used for receiving a request of canceling the security service of the IP layer and/or the layer above the IP layer transmitted by the application layer module after the WPI service is stopped, and transmitting an instruction of recovering the WPI service to the WAI module after receiving the request; and
the WAI module is used for completing the processes of removing association, association and user authentication in turn with the WLAN AP after receiving the instruction of recovering the WPI service; performing key negotiation with the AP; and transmitting a session key obtained through the negotiation to the WPI module after the key negotiation is completed.

* * * * *